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Jurors’ Statement
We were a well-balanced jury— artist, collector, and curator—for the American Association of Woodturners’ 
exhibition, Rising. Having unique perspectives strengthened the content of our deliberations and led us to 
acknowledge a variety of points of view in the selection of works from the many submitted. Not surprisingly, we 
discussed in detail the balance of technique and skill with composition and content. It was not always the perfect 
balance we sought, but rather we selected objects where the artist utilized the range of possibilities to powerful 
effect. With each piece, we exchanged views on, and at times debated, how it succeeded, whether skill or visual 
impact or embrace of the theme. We looked for innovative and fresh perspectives, as well as distinctive and 
successful works in familiar form. We kept in mind the theme of rising and appreciated the various approaches 
taken by the artists from representational to symbolic and abstract. We believe that the most successful entries 
were those in which the artist’s voice was represented via all vehicles at his/her disposal, namely through 
photography, the artist statement, and the object itself. Finally, we considered the impact of the overall exhibition 
in our selections—how these individual objects would come together to represent the field of woodturning and 
further the dialogue in the field.

Judith Chernoff, MD 
President, Collectors of Wood Art

Heather Sealy Lineberry 
Senior Curator and Associate Director, Arizona State University Art Museum

Hayley Smith 
Artist



John Barany
Yakima, Washington, United States

21st Century  
Phoenix  
Rising 
Maple, cherry,  
aluminum,  
brass, acrylics,  
dyes, lacquer
11" x 13" 
28cm x 33cm
Turned, carved,  
airbrushed

A modern-day phoenix about to arise must carry with him the seeds of the new world to be 
established...somewhere else. He blows the horn of power to rally the faithful, a call to all 
who still have hope: "Come on, guys. Time to rise and shine!"



John Beaver
Pacific Palisades, California, United States

Rising 
Sycamore, pigments
5" x 10"  / 12.75cm x 25.5cm 
Turned, cut, bent

The inner bowl is “rising” up from the outer bowl.



Max Brosi
Manorhamilton, Leitrim, Ireland

Rise of the Machines
Sitka spruce, rusted steel, 
stainless steel cable 

12" x 12" x 12" 
30.5cm x 30.5cm x 30.5cm
Turned, charred, brushed,  
sandblasted, wax-patinated.

The turned form is derived from a 
truncated octahedron and represents 
the natural world through its feminine 
shape, texture, and color. The steel 
cage, square, brutalistic, and mascu-
line, represents the machine that is 
man’s ever growing appetite for con-
trol and dominance over nature.  This 
piece is the artist’s metaphoric inter-
pretation of what can happen if we 
are careless and allow greed to over-
come common sense in our lives.



Sally Burnett
Newcastle-Under-Lyme, Staffs, United Kingdom

Spiral Stair
Sycamore, paint, gilding

5" x 5" / 12.7cm x 12.7cm
Turned, pierced, gilded, painted

The surface treatments 
that flow and twist around 
this form create the illusion 
of a spiral staircase that 
widens as it rises from the 
dark and confined depths 
of a building to the open-
ness of the roof space and 
the light of the sky.



Alan Carter
Lisle, Illinois, United States

Movin’ On Up
Dyed figured maple, poplar, other woods,  
acrylic paint, metals, epoxy
17" x 5" x 2" / 43cm x 12.5cm x 5cm
Turned, split, reassembled, embellished

"Rising" can mean moving upwards, 
reaching for a lofty goal. Exuberant 
enthusiasm for achieving that goal is 
evident in the shapes and designs of 
the supporting elements.



Jerry Cox
Hillsboro, Missouri, United States

Pre-Flight
Hard maple, Bolivian rosewood, padauk, red oak, Plexiglas, lacquers
11" x 21" x 21" / 28cm x 53.3cm x 53.3cm
Turned, cut, re-sectioned, carved

I like sci-fi themed stuff, so a spaceship sitting on the tarmac ready to "rise" into space seemed to fit.



Barbara Dill
Rockville, Virginia, United States

Cluck, Clook, Click
Holly, walnut, cherry
19" x 4" x 4" / 48.25cm x 10cm x 10cm
Multi-axis turning

Humans have always formed tribes 
to rise above imminent threat - from 
the saber tooth tiger to current 
fears of global destruction. My trio 
of rising figures bears reference 
to the concepts of community and 
transcendence. The act of standing 
together raises us above fear and 
collapse.

This piece explores themes 
of chaos, imbalance, danger, 
relatedness and connectivity. Cluck, 
clook, and click are basic sounds 
found in the ancient language 
of early caveman inhabitants of 
Ethiopia. The turned wood rises and 
mimics the efforts of this primitive 
language, serving as an illustration 
of how communities relate, face 
danger, and survive.



Andy DiPietro
Burlington, New Jersey, United States

Rising Up
Oak, slate, dye, paint, oil finish

21" x 15" x 15" 
53.3cm x 38cm x 38cm

Turned, cut, reassembled

This abstract sculpture repre-
sents a spiral staircase rising 
out of the ashes and up into 
the sky. It also signifies a bird 
wing rising up as it unfolds.



Paul Fennell
Scottsdale, Arizona, United States

Dust Devil
Carob
8" x 6.5" 
20.3cm x 16.5cm
Turned hollow form,  
carved, pierced

The twisting nature and 
color of this vessel are 
interpretations of a com-
mon sight prevalent in the 
Phoenix area: so-called 
"dust devils," whirlwinds 
of reddish soil rising from 
the desert floor on a hot 
summer day.



Michael Foster
Springfield, Vermont, United States

Euclid’s Phenix
Sugar maple, cherry,  

India ink, acrylic paint
17.5" x 7.5" x 7.5" 

44.5cm x 19cm x 19cm
Turned, hollowed,  

carved, pyrographed,  
airbrushed

I have a keen interest in math and 
the sciences.  Both provide ample 
inspiration for my art. 
Here, a perfect globe rises on the 
ashes of an imperfect, one-sided 
Möbius strip. This Möbius strip is 
a bit more complex than the most 
simple, as there are three twists in 
the strip. Möbius strips are interest-
ing, as they appear to have multiple 
surfaces but really only have one. 
The igniting globe has flares ar-
ranged symmetrically based on the 
points of a dodecahedron superim-
posed on the globe.



Margaret Garrard
Richmond, North Yorkshire, United Kingdom

Instinct
Sycamore, acrylics

8.5" x 9" x 2.5" 
21.5cm x 22.9cm x 6.4cm

Turned, pierced, airbrushed

The sun is rising higher in the sky as spring ap-
proaches, creating warmth and longer periods of 
light. With the extended days the barnacle goose 
finds his natural instincts rising within himself, so 
needs to fly from the shores of Scotland to the 
breeding grounds far north to find his mate.



Michael Gibson
Hoschton, Georgia, United States

From the Ashes
Pear, paint
15" x 5.5" 

38cm x 14cm
Turned, hollowed,  

cut, carved, airbrushed

From the ashes, the rising 
phoenix promises new life.



Cliff Guard
Chesapeake, Virginia, United States

From the Ashes
Bradford pear, acrylic paint
5.75" x 4.5" 
14.5cm x 11.5cm
Turned, textured, painted,  
sanded back, lacquered

The natural color showing 
through the black-painted wood 
represents the finished vessel 
rising through the ashes to 
reveal its inner beauty.



Stephen Hatcher
Olympia, Washington, United States

Island Caldera
Yellow box burl,  
calcite crystals,  

resin, black mica,  
acrylic paint,  

metal-acid  
dyes, lacquer

15.5" x 1.5"  
39.5cm x 4cm

Cast, turned, airbrushed,  
lacquered, handrubbed

Many islands are formed by volcanic processes that rise from the sea. These 
islands typically have craters, or calderas, at the island summit or feature 
eroded peaks. This piece uses a unique combination of woodturning and 
stone-turning to create the impression of such an island as would rise from the 
sea. The "sea" on this piece is translucent, with the embedded calcite crystals 
causing the sea to sparkle. The piece is reversible, with one side depicting a 
caldera "bowl" and the other side depicting a peak with six summits.



Paul Hedman
Moorhead, Minnesota, United States

Bad Moon Rising 
White oak
14’’ x 9.5’’ / 35.5cm x 24cm
Multi-axis turned, carved,  
sandblasted, bleached, ebonized

While creating visions of 
moons, thoughts of their ori-
gin began creeping into my 
mind. In the new field of astro-
biophysics, it was clear that 
moons may eject their young 
into the cosmos in much 
the same way coral spews 
its spawn into the sea. This 
moon, while not the brightest 
example, proves the theory. 
The Creedence Clearwater 
Revival song started this train 
of thought down the track.



Beth Ireland
Roslindale, Massachusetts, United States

Vicki Jordan’s Tree
Sugar maple, holly

13" x 3" x 3"
33cm x 7.6cm

Carved, turned

When a well-loved sugar maple tree 
that grew outside the front door of John 
and Vicki Jordan’s 200-year-old house 
in Tennessee had to be cut down, they 
sent pieces to friends asking them to 
create something from the wood and, in 
return, send an image of the piece that 
they had created.
Pieces of the tree, in which Vicki and 
her brother played as children, were 
sent to artists in every corner of the 
United States, as well as Brazil, Eng-
land, France, Germany, Japan, Austra-
lia, Canada, Denmark and New Zea-
land: over 190 artists in all. 



Craig Kirks
Andover, Minnesota, United States

Along the  
Garden Path
Bubinga, wenge,  
figured maple
6.75" x 9" / 17.1cm x 22.9cm
Segmented, turned

A flower rises between the bricks of a garden path.



Alain Mailland
Chamborigaud, France

Abyss
Hackberry

19.5" x 13.8" 
50cm x 35cm

Turned, carved, steam-bent, 
sandblasted, bleached

Rising from the abyss, 
the creatures from the 
deep sea appear like 
aliens inside our planet.



Hal Metlitzky    
Claremont, California, United States

Bubbles Rising  
on the Great  
Barrier Reef
6.75" x 11.25" / 17.1cm x 28.6cm
Segmented, turned

Yellow – yellowheart  
Euxylophora paraensis
Orange – chakte viga  
Caesalpinia platyloba
Red – satine  
Brosimum paraense
White – holly  
Ilex opaca
Light tan – hard maple 
Acer saccharum
Dark purple – old-growth 
East Indian rosewood 
Dalbergia latifolia
Light purple – kingwood 
Dalbergia cerensis
Brown – black walnut 
Juglans nigra
Pink- tulipwood 
Dalbergia fructescens
Purple – kingwood 
Dalbergia cerensis
Base – Indian ebony 
Diospyros melanoxylon
Silver bubbles – cast  
polyester resin, microglitter
Additional colors: blue, bright  
orange, bright red, bright purple,  
bright pink – dyed birch  
Betula papyrifera

Silver air bubbles from a scuba diver on the Great 
Barrier Reef rise upwards towards the golden sunlit 
surface of the water.  The bubbles first drift up 
through the darker, deeper water where small black 
and white humbug fish dart about.  As the bubbles 
continue rising upward, they mingle with the brilliant 
hues of the reef fish: the blue and green parrotfish, 
the yellow tang, the red flame angelfish, and the soft 
pinks of the sea anemone.



Mark Nadeau
Portsmouth, Rhode Island, United States

Wisp
Curly pyinma

5.25" x 1.9" 
13.25cm x 4.75cm

Turned, carved

In late 2012, I started hand-
carving teardrop-shaped finials 
on my boxes to introduce 
animation into my work.
The carved finial on this box 
adds a delicate sense of move-
ment, much like smoke rising 
from an extinguished flame.



Christophe Nancey   
Entrains sur Nohain, France

Ribboned Heart
Heather root, pewter,  
pigments
9" x 9" x 10" 
22.86cm x 25.4cm
Multi-axis turned,  
carved, inlaid

This piece suggests the rising of a heart charmed by the ribbons flowing all around.



Tania Radda
Phoenix, Arizona, United States

Rising  
Against  

All Odds
Basswood, walnut,  

acrylic paint
4" x 7" 

10.2cm x 17.8cm
Carved, turned,  

assembled, painted

Here in Phoenix, the palo verde is one of our most popular trees. It is fascinating how 
this tree manages to thrive abundantly in our desert. It is an interesting tree, as its trunk 
is bright green (thus the name "palo verde," which means green wood.) In this piece, 
the palo verde seedling emerges triumphantly against all odds.

Peter Rand
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario, Canada



Peter Rand
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario, Canada

Sky High
Douglas fir
15" x 5" / 38cm x 12.5cm
Multi-axis turned, cut,  
dyed, reassembled

This piece is inspired by modern techniques 
of architecture that have led to buildings that 
rise ever higher into the sky. More interest-
ingly, these techniques have given rise to 
more beautiful, very sculptural buildings. 
Even dynamic buildings are on the way. This 
piece represents both the rise of such archi-
tectural advances and the virtues of being 
able to reconfigure a sculptural building that 
soars into the sky.



Joey Richardson
Grimsby, Lincolnshire, United Kingdom

Awake
Sycamore, acrylic colors

13’’ x 7’ x 7’’ 
33cm x 17.75cm x 17.75cm

Turned, carved, pierced, 
textured, airbrushed

Every minute of every day, creatures 
are rising from their sleep. This floral 
flame-like form represents that cycle: 
the darkness of the night, with images 
of nocturnal creatures, and the sun 
rising on the opposite side. Contained 
within the bright daytime colors are 
images of diurnal creatures.



Jim Rinde
Camarillo, California, United States

Golden Pine
Pine, clear resin
3.75" x 6"
9.5cm x 15.25cm
Turned, "fired"

A potter throws a pot, dries it, glazes it, then fires it at a high temperature. Firing changes 
the nature and appearance of the materials. What happens if you combine woodturning 
with ceramic processing? This is a traditional hollow pine vessel that I have "fired" by put-
ting it into a 450° oven: heating the wood decomposes it, darkens it and, serendipitously, 
enhances the chatoyance. This process can be compared with the process of caramelizing 
the sugars in onions to make French onion soup.



Bob Rotche
Blacksburg, Virginia, United States

Temperature’s  
Rising    

Cherry, acrylic paint
11.5" x 7"  

29.25cm x 17.75cm
 Turned, carved, colored

Temperature is rising.
Sea level is rising.

The threat to life on our 
planet is rising.

On a positive note, 
awareness is rising.
Maybe, just maybe,  

the likelihood of dealing  
with this problem in a 

thoughtful and intelligent 
manner is rising.



Neil Scobie
Lower Bucca, New South Wales, Australia

Evolution
Australian red cedar, 
silver ash
4.7" x 7.9" x 6.3" 
12cm x 20cm x 16cm
Carved, turned seeds

All life begins, evolves, and has its genesis in a seed: families, plants and animals, and the 
timber I carve. In this work, I explore the idea that pods and houses nurture seeds and fami-
lies until they mature, rising up to leave their homes and bring new life. Evolution reflects both 
the asymmetry of nature’s creation, a black-bean pod, and the symmetry of the DNA helix 
that underlies all life.



Jay Shepard
Olympia, Washington, United States

Milky Way Moon Rise
Maple, maple burl, acrylic paint, lacquer

34" x 12.5" 
86.5cm x 31.75cm
Turned, airbrushed

Part of my Syzygy series, this piece 
symbolizes the moon rising in the 
night sky, with the moon represented 
by a maple burl lidded box that rests 
within the opening of a larger, hollow 
vessel that is painted to represent 
the Milky Way.
One definition of syzygy is "the 
alignment of heavenly bodies." The 
suspended vessels of Milky Way 
Moon Rise reflect that meaning. 
Primarily a work of art, this piece 
can also serve a utilitarian purpose.



John Snyder
Santa Clara, California, United States

Basket
Maple, birch, jatoba, walnut
11.5" x 5.5" / 29.25cm x 14cm
Segmented, turned

This lidded vessel was 
inspired by the traditional 
baskets of the Hopi, whose 
rich culture rises from the 
dry, desert landscape.



Paul Stafford
Littleton, Colorado, United States

Now and Then
Maple, zippers

2.4" x 5.2"  
6.1cm x 13.2cm
Turned, carved

Now and Then is a tribute to those who lost lives and property in the Arizona forest 
fires. It is difficult to find anything more splendorous than the mature forests created 
by Mother Nature. Yet, in her capriciousness, she develops lightning storms that result 
in disastrous fires, eradicating that splendor and more. What we view and enjoy today 
will someday evolve into a completely different scene. This piece represents these two 
phases of nature. It reminds us that behind the scene visible today, a hidden inner future 
vision waits to arise and confront us.



Louis Vadeboncoeur
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Rising From Within
Manitoba maple,  
acrylic colors,  
India ink, varnish
17.5" x 4" / 44.5cm x 10.2cm
Turned, multi-layered varnish  
and pigments

As turners we are familiar with 
our own creative processes. 
Ideas surface from the most 
unexpected places. When we 
learn not to hold them back dif-
ficulties may arise, but we learn 
from them. When we persist, 
more often than not a wonder-
ful piece arises from within us 
to see the day.  
In this piece, the rising bal-
loons represent the creative 
ideas that come to fruition 
when we trust and nurture our 
creative processes.



Derek Weidman
Harleysville, Pennsylvania, United States

Phoenix
Holly, pigments

10" x 9" x 10" 
25.4cm x  22.9cm x 25.4cm

Multi-axis turned, 
assembled, colored

This show seemed like a 
perfect match for my par-
ticular lathe-drawn forms: 
a phoenix in this instance. 
The anatomy of these 
sculptures is built with cir-
cles, as the piece comes to 
life one sweeping cut after 
another. The gesture from 
these cuts helped give this 
firebird its powerful sense 
of movement and poise.



Molly Winton
Edmonds, Washington, United States

Caballos Ascendente 
(Ascending Horses)
Camphor burl
6" x 3.5"  
15.2cm x 8.9cm
Turned, carved

In the Southwest, herds of wild 
mustangs used to roam freely 
across the land. They traveled over 
the plateaus, traversed mesas, 
and occasionally would ascend 
buttes rising towards the sky. 
This piece represents the rising of 
these majestic creatures as they 
explored their homeland.



Tom Wirsing  
Longmont, Colorado, United States

Phoenix  
Rising Over  

the Flood
Bigleaf maple  

(Acer macrophyllum),  
metal complex dye,  

aniline dye, India ink,  
CAB acrylic lacquer

3.25" x 17.5"
8.25cm x 44.5cm

Turned, dyed, 
lacquered

My studio is a half mile north of Left Hand Creek in the foothills of the Colorado Rockies.   
In September of 2013, we experienced a thousand-year flood. Left Hand Creek, which 
is normally ten feet wide, became a raging torrent, as did every creek in the region. The 
devastation was widespread, and more than a thousand houses were washed away. 
Determined Coloradoans began rebuilding immediately. The figured grain in my maple platter 
represents the raging torrents of Left Hand Creek, the colors represent the brilliant sky at the 
dawn of a new day, and the rising Phoenix represents rebirth in Colorado.
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Rising, a juried and invitational 
exhibition sponsored by the 

American Association of Woodturners, 
showcases the beauty of wood as an 
artistic medium through the creative 
work of thirty-three talented artists,  
each using the lathe as a means of  
personal and artistic expression.


